Appendixes
wiiich they sacrificed so much. Collapse of free institution* and loss, of
independence would be disastrous not only for them but for the world*
Discouragement and possibly failure would quickly be the lot of the
neighboring peoples striving to maintain their freedom and independence,
Should we fail to aid Greece and Turkey in this fateful hour, the
effect will be far-reaching to the West as well as to the East.
We must take immediate and resolute action.
I therefore ask the Congress to provide authority for assistance to
Greece and Turkey in the amount of $400,000,000 for the period ending
June 30, 1948. In requesting these funds, I have taken into consideration
the maximum amount of relief assistance which would be furnished to
Greece out of the $350,000,000 which I recently requested that the
Congress authorize for the prevention of starvation and suffering in
countries devastated by the war.
In addition to funds, I ask the Congress to authorize the detail of
American civilian and military personnel to Greece and Turkey, at the
request of those countries, to assist in the tasks of reconstruction, aad
for the purpose of supervising the use of such financial and material
assistance as may be furnished. I recommend that authority also be
provided for the instruction and training of selected Greek and Turkish
personnel.
Finally, I ask that the Congress provide authority which will permit
the speediest and most effective use, in terms of needed
supplies, and equipment, of such funds as may be authorized*
If further funds, or further authority, should be needed for purposes
indicated in this message, I shall not hesitate to bring the situation before
the Congress. On this subject the Executive and Legislative branches
of the Government must work together.
This is a serious course upon which we embark.
I would not recommend it except that the alternative is nitwit more
serious.
The United States contributed $341,000,000,000 toward wimuBK Worid
War IL This is an investment in world freedom and world peace.
The assistance that I am recommending for Greece and Tfcricey
amounts to little more than one-tenth of one per cent of this invest-
ment. It is only commonsense that we should safeguard this investment
and make sure that it was not in vain.
The seeds of totalitarian regimes are nurtured by misery *&& want
They spread and grow in the evil soil of poverty and strife. T&ey *&**&
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